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Conversions require only basic math, but they are very useful calculations to know how to do it: even in the age of handy online calculators, being able to make rapid mental transformations is useful for doing home tasks. In class, it may be helpful to ask students for grades. For example, ask a student something like: Do
you think 10 tablespoons closer to one cup or one gallon? Their response gives you a great understanding of their understanding of the appeals. The sheets below include basic conversions that will be useful if a student struggles with the concept. Answers provided. Christos Kalohoridis So you just got to the end of
Netflix's exciting new show, Locke and Key. Exciting, isn't it? You may have just finished watching all ten episodes of the Joe Hill series, but once the credits of that last episode start rolling, you probably have some questions. Our advice? First, take some time and go back to the soundtrack of the show-it rules. Then take
a deep breath. Ok. The question of time, now: first, when will we get more? When will Savini's squad come back? And secondly, what the hell just happened? Although we do not yet have an answer to the first question, we think we can help in the second. What happens to Gabe and Eden? What was it at the end?
When the final confrontation between Dodge and Locks seemed to happen about 20 minutes after the episode, you may have suspected that there would be more in this story, and you were right. As we learned in the closing moments of Locke and Key's first season, Gabe was a version of Dodge/Lucas (via Identity Key)
all together, putting his interest in the keys and using them (especially compared to the Scot) in perspective (he also puts his cruelty towards Eden in perspective too, right? The main question is worth asking... Did Gabe ever exist at all? Whoever the woman we know as Dodge ever existed? Perhaps we will learn the
answers to the questions in the future. As we learned in the last few episodes, Lucas was originally possessed in the past when Rendell Locke opened the Black Door and he was struck by a bright ray of light. When Tyler, Bode, Kinsey and the rest of the gang go downstairs, first we don't see anyone getting hit. But the
flashbacks in the closing moments show that Eden was indeed wounded in the arm by explosions of light. As the episode closes and we see Gabe and Eden grinning at each other with enormous breakfasts (as Dodge had when she first escaped from good), it tells us that going ahead, things for Lockes aren't going to
get any easier. Dodge got help now. What happened to Ellie? After Ellie helped Locke tell them about Lucas' past and plan, we saw her return to her home, but never came back. Memories showed that one day she was attacked home by Lucas (along with Rufus). Lucas / Dodge key identity on Ellie to do make appear as
a Dodge and then knocks her out, leaving her on the floor of Key House. That's right: it means that Ellie has been thrown into the abyss behind the Black Door, while Dodge runs free. It's scary for our heroes because it means that their biggest enemy is still at large and they have no idea. We don't know what's going on
behind that door, but we heard in the conversation between Bode and Rufus that people are still looking for Ellie after her unexplained disappearance. In the second season, Ellie's rescue will probably be the main motivation for the heroes of the story. What about Sam Lasser? Poor Sam. The show only briefly touched
on Sam's backstory, but he was clearly a deeply troubled child, just looking for anyone to accept him. What he did to Rendell was obviously unacceptable, and to hold Locke's family hostage was... Well, not cool. But his comeuppance, being trapped in a (seemingly) eternity outside his body on the grounds of Key
House? Not good. He killed this prison guard, and probably a lot more inmates too, though. Don't worry, Sam. Given its proximity to Key House, however, it seems that there is a high probability that its story is not over yet. What can season 2 locke and key have in store for Sam? See. This content is created and
supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io March 13, 2015 4 min read The Opinions Expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. Whether you're running a pole-dancing
fitness business or an online Etsy store, all your management efforts and sleepless nights really get off to three crucial questions about your business - and three crucial documents to help you answer them: Related: How long do you really have to keep your financial documents?1. Do you make a profit? (Consult your
net profit statement.) Profits are measured in one place: your net profit. Net revenue, which is usually the same as net sales, does not give the whole story because it does not take into account all the direct and indirect costs required to run your business. For example: If you have paid your bills recently, you know that
rent, utilities, insurance, accounting fees, web and technical support all cost money. Therefore, profit is what you have after deducting expenses from net sales. This calculation generates the net income of your business. Is it positive this month? Then you make money. Good deal. But did you know you could show profit
and still be bankrupt? Knowing whether you are making money is not enough; that money should be converted into cash. What is your money situation? (Consult your cash flow statement.) Cash is the lifeblood of your business. In an ideal world, you on the cash accounts generated from operations, not debts if you want
to maintain financial sanity. To pay in cash, your small business must start enough to cover the cover Account. Do you have enough cash to cover expenses for at least 90 days? You will find out by looking at your cash flow statement. Remember that cash for your business is like blood for your body; without it, your
business is dying. Cash comes when customers pay you. But sometimes they don't pay the full retail price because of discounts or third parties like PayPal who take a percentage of the deal. Just because you take X doesn't mean you'll collect X when you make a sale. Sometimes there is also a time difference between
when you complete a project and when you are paid. This is common in some service companies, but it needs to be carefully managed; otherwise, you'll just have an expensive hobby rather than a business. Related: How best to manage cash flow3. Do you build or destroy wealth? (Consult your balance.) Building a
terminal is a matter of why you are in business. The terminal cost is that you could sell the business if you decided to do so today. If you're a small business owner, what's the long game? It's just about grinding through 12-16-hour days for decades only to retire when a doctor tells you? Or is it about imitating sharks on
abc's shark tank, which must be so rich? They built businesses that grew assets faster than liabilities - much faster. In some cases, they sold their businesses; in others they used the business as collateral to attract venture or start-up money for new ventures. It's an amazing system when it works. So, what about your
business? Do you have a small business you could sell after all? Your balance is crucial here. It measures your assets, liabilities and owner's equity, or net worth of business. This is not the only indicator of value, but it contains valuable information every banker and investor wants to know. This is the first step in
determining the terminal value. Do you know how to read your net profit, cash flow statement and balance sheet? In 20 years of my business I have seen how clear it is that if you do not understand these documents, you leave a huge potential for profit and cash flow on the table. Your small business also probably
carries a much greater risk of failure than you know. Would you drive a car with your eyes closed? No way, right? So don't run your small business without knowing how to answer these three key questions. Finding answers is easier than you imagine. And these answers can change your future. Related: Ins and Cash
Flow Statements Statements Hiring Metrics, Reports and KPI Recruitment are only useful as the questions they answer about your business. So before we talk about a lot of hiring metrics we can measure and plot in a set, let's think for a moment about what we're trying to learn and why. Successful ingeding comes
down to the answer to two Question. First, what exactly are we feeding in the hiring process? And secondly, that this hiring process really involves. The first of these hiring issues is the most difficult. You Are You know how well you find and attract qualified people, also known as recruitment metric analysis. Then there is
the hiring process itself. You need to know exactly what it takes to choose the best person for the job. In both cases, the aim is to get accurate answers that can provide realistic recruitment planning. You can't improve or optimize what you can't understand or see. What does it take to make a successful rental? Fill in the
gaps in the following sentence: To hire someone for the department, we usually start with qualified candidates. On average, we will make calls and interviews on the spot. It will be days away from opening the work until the offer is made and accepted . You need to know these analytics kits in order to plan your time, your
efforts and your sources realistically. Most of the problems in hiring are related to ignorance of these figures, which will inform an effective analysis of recruitment metrics. Underestimate the time to hire and you will start your process too late. The source is fewer candidates than you need to find the right one and now you
are behind in the process with two people in the second interview and neither of them are completely right. This means a compromise, or start all over again from sources, and delay for a few weeks. In the meantime, your ambitious growth plan is supposed to be a dozen hires this month, and now you realize that that
goal will require your team to give up everything they do and devote themselves to a full-time interview. If it sounds familiar, it's because it's too common. Fortunately, this can also be avoided. Understand your pipeline hiring if you use an ATS tracking system or a similar method to track your pipeline hiring, put together
an analysis that shows the number of people entering the pipeline and the speed at which they advance from each stage - from screening call WA-18 to suggest acceptance. Working backwards, it will tell you: With the offer of taking a 75% rate we need at least two great candidates for the job. We reject half the people
in the last interview, so we need to see four candidates at this stage. To get these four, we have to do the first interview with six people and we only interviewed a third of the people we were screening the call with, so we need about 18 qualified candidates on average to make a successful hire. Aside from giving you a
benchmark for how many people you need to source, hiring pipeline metrics will also hint at how much work you do for rent and a good ATS will track more actions that quantify the average effort that you put in, including calls and emails sent, and the number of interviews each team member has conducted. This will
show the characteristics of your set process that you may have Review. Are you too selective, or not picky enough? Is every step in the hiring process useful for selection? If the stage filters only one of the five candidates who come in it includes a dozen calls or interviews, is it productive? Is the effort and raw number of
qualified candidates sustainable when you want to scale your hiring? Pipeline metrics will give you a lot of thinking. Read more: Frequently asked questions about the time to fill and time to rent What is hiring speed? Again, your software for the set can tell you how long it takes you to fill the job, and other key set metrics.
This can help you create a realistic plan and start hiring on time, but it's also something you want to improve. To do this, you need to dig deeper into recruiting analytics and explore your hiring rate, which is a whimsical way to say: How quickly a candidate moves from Stage A to Stage B. The time it takes for a candidate
to move from sources to offer this speed limit on how quickly you can fill the job. Even if you had the perfect hire in your talent pipeline the day you opened the job, it would still take at least so long. Improving the speed at which you are moving with great perspective is the most effective improvement you can make to
your key set metrics. If you have the right person in front of you, you should be able to figure it out quickly - or your competitor will. It's also one of the best ways to improve a candidate's experience. Applicants do not like the long hiring process. Are we doing a good job of finding qualified people? We already know how
many people we need to attract to get the right hire. How does this compare to the qualified candidates we get for each job? By qualified candidates, I am referring to people whom we do not reject in our initial selection. Most importantly, you want to know where the good candidates come from. Your ATS can track each
candidate's source source and you want to group similar sources (such as job tips, job sources, referral staff, external recruiters) together to understand what methods actually work for you. The question we have to ask here is, where did the people we hired come from? This will help you plan and hiring a budget for the
future, but also look at things that should work but not happening as well as expected. If half of your staff came from the sources of passive candidates, you may need to hire an extra in-house recruiter to scale. If too few hires come from referrals, you probably need to do more to attract your team to help you find talent.
When it comes to recruitment methods that come with a price tag (such as placement at premium jobs) you want to know how many qualified candidates each source brought and what the cost per loan was. To better understand passive You can combine key recruitment metrics over time to hire and speed to find out
how early you need to attract them before they can come to your pipeline. Sifting through our reports on Workable, I found that many of our best hires were the people we identified and started talking to, at least a year before the correct opening came up. When was opening, the time to fill was always short because the
right candidate was there and moved through the process quickly. It is this information that can help you strategically plan and adjust yourself to success. Reminder: Don't just track these key set metrics, keep asking questions This kind of understanding of where our best hires came from takes us to where we started.
Being analytical and metric-driven in employment is not just about compiling diagrams and reporting. It's about measuring things that will help you ask and answer interesting questions to find out how the process really works. Recruiting is a complex activity that is difficult to reduce to multiple KPIs. This is the spirit in
which we have developed a new recruitment analytics set of Workable, available today to all our customers. Customers. metric conversion worksheet 1 answer key pdf. metric conversion worksheet 1 answer key monaco education service. metric conversion practice worksheet 1 answer key. unit 1 chemistry for life
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